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History of Physics (2)



Kepler’s law



Newton’s law



重力の正体は？ Gravity？

http://hikingartist.com/



重力の正体は？ Gravity？

http://hikingartist.com/



重力の正体は？Gravity is universal

Universal Force 
＝Every objects have attractive force

Newton
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Conservation laws of Mechanics (1)



Conservation laws of Mechanics (2)



Conservation laws of Mechanics (3)



Least Approaching time of Life Saver
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   1.1 Confusions from Maxwell’s equation

Faraday

Maxwell

Hertz



Maxwell’s equation（1864）



　　Ether?             Why c in eqs?
　1. Special Relativity >> 1.1  Confusion from the Maxwell els



If Ether exists, its effect will change by 
seasons.  Such a tiny differences can be 
measured by interferometer. 

Michelson-Morley experiment　1887



double slit experiment of light



http://techtv.mit.edu/videos/9823-michelson-interferometer

Michelson Interferometer

start on click, last half, 1'45"



If Ether exists, its effect will change by 
seasons.  Such a tiny differences can be 
measured by interferometer. 
→「Failed」for detection

Michelson-Morley experiment　1887



Lorentz’s idea “contraction”

L L’



Lorentz’s idea “contraction”

L L’



Einstein’s idea “principle of relativity”

By assuming these two simple principles, 
we do  not have any problem. 

c is constant. 
Time is relative! 



c＋c＝c



Newton’s Mechanics

Special Relativity 
Physics at near speed of light 

　「Time is relative」

F = ma



Moving-clock delays than a clock on the Earth.

　　1.3　Time is Relative



 Time Travel to the Future



Ryugu Palace

 Time Travel to the Future

Story of Mr. Taro Urashima



 Time Travel to the Future





Lifetime of high-speed particle is longer！



E = mc2
The most famous physics formula

Energy mass x light-speed ^2
Energy = mass

mass can be converted to energy!



It followed from the special theory 
of relativity that mass and energy 
are both but different 
manifestations of the same thing — 
a somewhat unfamiliar conception 
for the average mind. 

Furthermore, the equation E = mc², 
in which energy is put equal to 
mass, multiplied by the square of 
the velocity of light, showed that 
very small amounts of mass may 
be converted into a very large 
amount of energy and vice versa. 

The mass and energy were in fact 
equivalent, according to the 
formula mentioned before. 

This was demonstrated by 
Cockcroft and Walton in 1932, 
experimentally.

E = mc²   by Albert Einstein himself



Special Relativity (1905）
Motivation： 
Why the light speed c appears in Maxwell equation? 
Why the light propagates in vacuum?

Major theories： 
The light propagates in Ether.  
The speed c changes by observers.   
But Ether can not be observed ….

Einstein’s idea： 
The physics law should be simple.  
The light propagates in vacuum.  
The speed c is constant in any observers.  



Newton’s Mechanics

Special Relativity 
Physics at near speed of light 

　「Time is relative」

General Relativity 
　Physics of heavy objects 

　「Gravity is produced by the warp of spacetime」

F = ma


